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2'0 c d l  zv71,onz it n z a y  C O O J L C W ~ L :  

Be i t  known that me, HENRY FRAKCIS JOEL 
nncl FERDIXAXD FANTA, residing a t  London, 
England, have invented Improvements in 

j Electric Incandescent Lamps, of mhich the 
following is a specification. 

The inrention has been patented in Eng- 
land, KO. 23,111, dated December 3, 1895. 

This invention relates to that  class of in- 
ro candescent electric lamps in mhich a part of 

the bulb is either plated or otherwise pro- 
~iclecl with a coating for the purpose of trans- 
forming such coated part of the glass bulb 
into a reflector; and i t  consists in structural 

15 improvenlents in  the relative disposition of 
the filament to the reflecting-surface when 
the latter is of a conoidal or spheroidal form 
and in the disposition of the transparent part 
of the globe to the reflectiveportion,whereby 

2 0  the direct and reflected light from such a 
lamp is concentratecl in a given direction with 
lnasimum efficiency ancl with a uniformity of 
light cast upon any object which i t  is desired 
to illuminate ~r i thout  the necessity of frost- 

4 i n g  or otherwise obscuring the transparent 
p a ~ t  of th3 lamp, which diminishes efficiency. 

I t  has been found that the photometric 
r d u e  ancl the uniformity of direct and re- 
flected light cast upon snch surfaces as  a 

30 book or paper on a desk or table by a lamp 
made according to our invention is increased 
by from forty to fifty per cent. above the 
ar7erage efficiency of other pear-shaped lamps 
where the latter is provided with a reflecting- 

35 surface as  to which no regard has been taken 
as to the relative disposition of the body and 
leads of the filament thereto or of the dis- 
position of the transparent part of the globe 
to the reflecting-surface or in  which frosting 

40 is necessnrily used to procluce uniformity of 
light. 

i n  electric incanclescent lamps as a6 pres- 
ent known with part-platecl surfaces or with 
reflecting-coatings npon part of the snrfacc 

45 of tile bnlb, ~ ~ h e t h e r  of the orc1inm.y pear- 
shaped,sphericd,or other forms especially de- 
signed lor specific purposes, in which neithei 
of the above-mentioned desiderata ha re  beer 
taken into acconnt, the lnminosity of thc 

filament is not utilized to its full  extent, a 5 0  
double or multiple image is produced on the 
illuminated surface, and, moreover, owing to 
the direct light from and also the brighter 
reflection of the two inlet and outlet branches 
of such filament by the mirror, bright lines 55 
ancl shades are shown on the surfaces or ob- 
jects on which the light is thrown. This cle- 
feet has usually attempted to be dealt, v i th  , 
by the partial obscuring of the glass oppositc 
to the ~eflected, but with the consequent con- 60 
siclerable loss of light. Gy our invention we 
obviate these disadvantages without loss of 
light, and for this purpose we constrnct the in- 
candescent filament relatively to the reflector, 
which is adapted to have a directive or con- 65 
densing effect npon the light, so as  substan- 
tially to lie in a surface corresponding to the 
form or geometric conformation of the reflect- 
ing-surface or mirror. I n  order to avoid the 
brighter and disturbing reflection from the 70 
straight portions of t,he filament, (in and out  
branches,) we either prevent the incandes- 
cence until we reach the bulb of the filament 
or else so arrange same in respect of the bnlb 
of the incandescent filament that  i t  is an  asis  7  j 
perpendicular to the center of the reflector, 
and thus hidden from sight when looking a t  
the reflecting part or mirror from the spec- 
tator's side, so that the reflection from these 
branches is immersecl in or, so to say, covered So 
by that of the body or bulk of the filament. 
The spires of the filament should intersect the 
plane passing through the axis of the lamp 
in such a manner that the points of intersec- 
tion, if joined together, represent a line or snr- 85 
face coaxial with and equidistant from that  
of the reflecting-surface. 

JTTe so construct and form the clear portion 
of the glass of the lamp-bulb that  the rays of 
light from the filament and the reflecting-sur- go 
faces may pass through the glass as  nearly 
as  possible a t  right angles to the plane of the 
snrface of tjhe glass-that is, directly through 
tho glass a t  the shortest intervening spa,co and 
a t  its point of least rcf~.action, and t l l~~swi t l l  95 
least loss of light. 

I n  the accoupanying drawings mc show es- 
amples of incanclescei~t lamps constructed ac- 



cording to our ill\-ention, all characterized b y  
the essential points for increasecl efficiency 
a s  to uniformity upon white snrfaces and 
photometric value of their combined, direct, 

5 and reflected light concentrated by  the form 
of the reflector upon a given ob,ject, such 
characteristics being tlie largest diameter ly- 
ing in the plane between the reflective ancl 
transparent surfaces, tending to the passage 

lo of the light through the transparent ineclium 
in  a s  direct a manner a s  possible, the form of 
reflector being conoidal, parabolic, or ellip- 
tical for concentration of the light npon spe- 
cific objects and the conformation of the 

15 body of the filanlent being adaptecl to lie in  
a surface parallel to ancl coaxial with that  of 
the reflector ancl the leacls brought within t'he 
main body of: the filament and passing ap- 
proximately through an  axis normal to the 

20 ceuter of the reflecting-surface to prevent 
bright lines ancl irregularities of light cast by 
the lamp, thus giving an extreme uniformity 
of concentratecl light, most noticeable npon 
white surfaces, such as books or papers. 

25 Figure 1 slio\.c-s a globe formed as an  oblste 
spheroid, the largest diameter lying in the 
plane between the 1,eflecting-surface R ancl 
the .transparent portion C, the continuous 
filament F passing from and returning to the 

30 c,ap G in two leaclsff', lying approximately 
In a n  axis normal to the center of the reflect- 
ing-s~zrface within the body of tlie filament, 
which is entirely within and surrounded by 
the reflective surface R and is formed so that 

35 the body of the filament lies in a surface 
eqnidistant from and coaxial with the reflec- 
tive surface. Fig. 2 11as its upper reflective 
surface R conoidal ancl the l o n w  transparent 
portion C of the glass globe elliptical, the 

40 filament F and leads f f '  being disposecl to 
the reflective surface a s  described for Fig. 1. 
Big. 3 is a double conoidal lamp with the re- 
flective surface R on its lower part for reflec- 
tion upward on the ceiling, the arrangement 

45 of filament F and leads f f' relative to the re- 
flecting-surfaces being a s  describecl for Figs. 
1 and 2. 

I t  is pointed out that the approsimate per- 
penclicnlarity of the passage of the reflected 

50 rays through the transparent portion of the 
lamp depends largely upon the flattened form 
of the lamp, with largest diameter in plane 
between the reflective and transparent por- 
tions, ancl that  the forms a s  shown are aclapt- 

55 ed for being blon7n in  the usual way, which 
is essential for cheapness, for thinness of ma- 
terial, ancl great resisting power with thin 
material against the estreme atmospheric 
pressure, being vacuum-lamps. 

Go W e  are aware that  an incandescent lamp 
with flat reflector am1 flat transparent face 
that  might appear to fulfil the condition of 
our invention 1s known; bnt  snch a lamp by 
the cliffusion of its flat reflector does not pro- 

65 duce directive ancl concentrated reflective 
light, and therefore has not the especial pho- 

tometric efficiency 01 the construction me 
claim; nor can such a lamp be made by the 
usual and cheap method of blowing, nor in 
glass of the thinness peculiar to blown lamps, 70 
such a s  those we sliow; nor is such lamp 
adaptecl by its fiat shape to carry external 
pressure except with extreme tliicb~less of 
glass, which mould much reduce the photo- 
metric value of the transmitted light. 7 5 

IIaving now described o w  inrention, 11-e de- 
clare that  what we claim, and desire to se- 
cure by Letters Patent,  is- 

1. In  combination in a n  incanclescent lamp, 
n globe adapted by i ts  shape to be blown in 80 
thin glass, with resisting strength to esternal 
atmospheric pressure, a reflecting - s~lrface 
carriecl thereby, external to and partially en- 
veloping an  inclosed filament and adapted 
by i ts  conoidal or trnmpet-like shape to con- 85 
verge and reflect the rays of said filament in 
a definite direction, a n  incandescent filament 
of several spires of a continuous convolution, 
lying substantially in  a surface, coaxial with 
and equidistant from said reflecting-surface, go 
on all sides of the same, to produce a power- 
ful  concentrated uniform and directive light 
without irregnlar lines of vivid intensity 
therein, substantially as  describecl. 

2. I n  combination in an  incandescent lamp, 95 
a globe adapted by its shape to be blown in 
thin glass with resisting strength to esternal 
atmospheric pressure, a reflecting-surface 
carriecl thereby of parabolic or spheroidal 
form, and a n  incandescent filament within roo 
such reHector bent into such a form from a 
continuous length, to provide a body of sev- 
eral convolutions lying in  a surface coaxial 
with and equidistant from the said reflecting- 
surface on all sicles of the same, to produce a 105 
concentrated, uniform ancl directive light, 
substantially as  described. 

3. In  an  incandescent lamp the combination 
with a part of the globe having a conoidal or 
spheroidal shape, carrying a reflecting-sur- I 10 

face, surrounding uniformly and enveloping 
the leads of the filament, of a n  incandescent 
filament having its inlet and outlet leads es- 
tended vertically from the apes  or center of 
the reflector and brought close together with- 115 
in  the ambit of the main body of the filament- 
loop, said main body exteuding laterally be- 
yond and covering the axis of the leads rela- 
tively to the eye of the observer, and being 
formed of spires of a continuous filament, 120 
lying substantially in a surface coaxial with 
and equidistant from the reflecting-surface 
on all sides of the same, substantially a s  de- 
scribed. 

In testimony whereof we have signed onr 125 
names to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

I I E N R P  FRANCIS JOEL. 
FERDINAND FANTA. 

nTitnesses : 
RICHARD A. HOFFIIANN, 
CHARLES 11. CARTER. 


